“CEEQUAL helps encourage sustainable thinking
across the whole multidisciplinary design team.”
Steven Brown, Roads & Infrastructure Manager
at Transport Scotland
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CEEQUAL for Term
Contracts covers
maintenance and renewal
activities, typically undertaken
through multi-year contracts
for a specific geographic or
operational area.

Both schemes can also be implemented at a Portfolio or
Programme Level for organisations who wish to assess and
certify the sustainability performance of their whole asset
portfolio or asset management programme.
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CEEQUAL measures sustainable performance across a range of topics
as shown below to give a holistic sustainability rating. Within each
category credits are given for achieving requirements. These are then
totalled to give an overall rating for the project.
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Scheme rating:

Rating

Assessment Score (%)

Outstanding		

≥90

Excellent		≥75
Very Good		

≥60

Pass		
≥30
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ASSESSMENT METHOD
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Good		
≥45

Sectors

“CEEQUAL is driving increased multidisciplinary
focus to identify and implement innovation on
major infrastructure projects in Qatar and the wider
Middle East.” Harry Sealy, Environmental &
Sustainability Manager at Jacobs
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& Brief

CEEQUAL for Projects
covers both new construction
and major refurbishment
activities. The assessment
covers the Whole Project, but
it can be scoped over different
stages (Strategy, Design
Construction) or a
combination of stages.

“We use CEEQUAL to define, shape and drive what
sustainable design and delivery means on all our
large infrastructure projects... It also helps us to keep
the focus on sustainability throughout the project
life cycle.” Helen Woolston, SHE Senior Manager
Environment at Transport for London
“CEEQUAL really helped engage and unify the
collective team of client, contractor, designer,
architect and supply chain towards collective
sustainability goals.” Geraint Roland, Operations
Environmental Manager at Costain

CEEQUAL is available in two schemes; Projects and Term Contracts. These
schemes can be utilised across the whole lifecycle of asset portfolios to assess new
construction, refurbishment and maintenance/improvement activities as shown in
the diagram below. CEEQUAL is also available in an International version to
enable its use anywhere in the world.
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CEEQUAL is the world’s leading sustainability assessment and rating method for civil engineering,
infrastructure, landscaping, and public realm projects. It rewards clients, designers and contractors who go
beyond the legal minimum to achieve distinctive sustainability performance on their projects. In addition
to benchmarking and certification, CEEQUAL positively influences project teams as they develop, design,
construct and refurbish infrastructure assets to deliver better social, economic & environmental outcomes.
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